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FLYING LESSONS for  
May 19, 2016   
FLYING LESSONS uses the past week’s mishap reports to consider what 

might have contributed to accidents, so you can make better decisions if you 
face similar circumstances.  In almost all cases design characteristics of a specific make and 
model airplane have little direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents, so apply 
these FLYING LESSONS to any airplane you fly.  Verify all technical information before applying 
it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and recommendations taking precedence.  
You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions you make.  

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
The pilot of a U.S. Air Force C-130 transport jammed a control yoke in place on the 
ground by propping it up with a night-vision goggle case, but forgot it was there when he tried to 
take off again, according to a U.S. Air Force report. The pilot “raised the elevators mounted to the 
horizontal stabilizer by pulling back on the yoke.” That “provided additional clearance to assist 
with offloading tall cargo.” 
See http://www.airforcetimes.com/story/military/2016/04/18/c-130j-crash-killed-14-caused-forgotten-night-vision-goggle-case/83182244/  

After holding the yoke by hand for a while, the pilot decided to keep it in place with a 
night vision goggle (NVG). “However, because the pilots were operating in nighttime conditions 
and wearing NVGs, neither pilot recognized and removed the NVG case after loading operations 
were complete. 

During takeoff the goggle case prevented movement of the controls, “causing the crew to 
lose control of the plane and crash, killing 14….” Once airborne, the aircraft started to pitch 
upward. The co-pilot thought the problem was a trim malfunction “resulting in improper recovery 
techniques,” the service said. “The rapid increase in pitch angle resulted in a stall from which the 
pilots were unable to recover.”  
“Controls: Free and Correct” appears in some form on airplane Before Takeoff 
checklists. My experience instructing many hundreds of experienced pilots, however, is that some 
do not perform a control freedom check until I prompt them to do so. Many more do not seem to 
be comfortable (read: practiced) at doing the control check when they reach that step on the 
checklist, and when to do perform the check they do not fully check the controls’ movement. 

The purpose of the control check is twofold: 

1. To determine that the controls move freely throughout their entire range of motion, 
without restriction or “snags”—the free part of the check; and 

2. To confirm that the controls have been connected properly, so they move as expected 
when the cockpit controls are moved—the correct part of the test. 

Many pilots are performing control checks properly. I’ve spoken with pilots who have 
discovered “snags” or “hard spots” in the flight control movement that were found, on 
investigation, to be the result of misrouted control cables. Others have told me their controls hung 
up because of interference with wire bundles from improperly installed avionics, portions of the 
control mechanism themselves (control scissors; elevator bobweights), or other airplane systems 
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like heater/defroster ducts. Sometimes a wrench, loose hardware or a shop rag was left behind in 
the maintenance shop and found its way into the flight control system. In all these cases, the pilot 
found something was wrong during a preflight controls check, and had the presence of mind to 
cancel the flight and have the indications investigated by a mechanic. I’ve spoken with one pilot 
whose pre-departure controls check revealed the aileron controls had been installed backward 
after the airplane was painted, such that rolling the control wheel left made the ailerons command 
a right turn and vice versa. I’ve flown with a couple of pilots who found, during our Before Takeoff 
checklist, that the portable avionics semi-permanently affixed to their control column prevented 
moving the controls to their extreme range of motion. In these cases we removed the portable 
obstruction before flight. 

Yet if my own instructional experience is any measure, many pilots—like the military flight crew, 
in the C-130—apparently do not do the Controls: Free and Correct check at all or, if they do, they 
perform something that may make them think they have checked the full range of control motion, 
but they have not. 

I teach and personally perform a simple “box check” 
of the controls: 

1. With the yoke fully forward (its usual resting 
position on the ground), rotate the control 
wheel all the way to the left. 

a. Grasping the wheel with either hand, 
if you extend that hand’s thumb it will 
point at the aileron that goes UP. The 
other aileron goes DOWN. 

b. Looking aft (if it’s possible to see the elevator), check that the control is deflected 
fully DOWN. Sometimes you can’t see the elevator itself but you can see its 
shadow on the ground. Any confirmation is better than none. 

2. Now, with the yoke still held fully to the left, pull the controls all the way aft. 

a. If it’s possible to see the elevator (or its shadow), confirm it has deflected all the 
way UP. 

3. Still holding the yoke all the way aft, roll the control wheel until it is all the way to the right. 

a. Your extended thumb now points at the right aileron, which is UP. The left aileron 
is now DOWN. 

4. With the control wheel held all the way to the right, move the controls fully forward. 

a. The elevator, if you can see it, now deflects fully DOWN. 

5. Move the rudder pedals alternately to their stops, first the left and then the right (or vice 
versa). 

a. If you can see the rudder (or its shadow), confirm that it moves LEFT when the 
left rudder pedal is forward, and RIGHT when the right rudder pedal is forward. 

See www.mastery-flight-training.com/control-check.html 

In a stick-controlled airplane do the same “box check” by moving the stick to the forward, 
left corner (nose down and to the left; your extended thumb points at the UP aileron and the other 
aileron is DOWN). While holding the stick left, pull the stick all the way back; then with the stick 
back move it fully to the right; and then while keeping the stick to the right move the controls all 
the way forward. This is sometimes called “mixing” the controls. Finally, wiggle the rudder pedals. 

The box check moves the controls through their extremes of motion. A common control 
wiggle left and right, followed by a wiggle fore and aft, may miss something that interferes with 
control movement somewhere in the myriad combinations of left/right/fore/aft that a full box check 
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will detect. 

Check the proper movement of the controls through their entire range of motion, and 
visually confirm (to the extent possible from the pilot’s seat, or with the help of passengers) that 
the controls move in the direction they’re intended to move with control deflections. 

If there is any blockage of the controls such that they will not reach the extremes of travel, 
or there is anything that hangs up the controls or requires a little extra push to move them past a 
point in their motion, or even simply does not feel right—even if the snag only happens once, but 
not on a second control check—take the airplane back to the ramp and get the condition checked 
before flight. 

There’s too much riding on the proper motion of the flight controls to think that something 
that doesn’t feel right is OK, at least for now, or to hope that whatever was binding up the controls 
had cleared itself and won’t reappear during flight. 

Don’t be so complacent that you ignore quickly checking your very ability to control the 
airplane. Do a quick but methodical and skeptical controls check before taxiing out, and again 
just before every takeoff. 
Comments? Questions? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net 

 

 
See http://pilotworkshop.com/cmd.php?ad=796580 

 
Mastery Flight Training thanks Pilot Workshops LLC for beginning its third year of sponsoring 
FLYING LESSONS Weekly. 

 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

A reader and well-known instructor who requests to remain anonymous writes: 

I recently experienced something entirely new for me, and pretty scary.  I'm curious to hear what you would 
have done. 

I was a passenger in a TAA [Technologically Advanced Airplane] on a GPS approach in IMC conditions.  I 
was sitting in the right seat, but (by agreement at a CRM conversation I initiated at the outset of the flight), I 
would not act in any sort of crew capacity unless requested to do so, or if the pilot became incapacitated.  The 
type was one with which I have only a passing familiarity, with only a handful of hours in the last 10 years. 

When Approach handed us off to Tower, they advised that the previous aircraft to land (just a few minutes 
prior) had reported breaking out "right at minimums" (400 feet AGL).   I immediately started thinking - and 
briefing - the Missed Approach procedure.   The high-time, extremely current PIC was completely calm, 
which was good.   But as we approached minimums, I sensed that he had no intention of going missed even if 
we remained in IMC.   I was right.   As we passed through [minimums], all I could think of to do was to 
mutter (meekly, I'm afraid), "Please let's go missed".   He said, "I will, in just a second.  I know this airport 
really well.  We are over water".   Indeed we were, but I have never before been in the cockpit of an airplane 
that went below minimums (and all the airplanes I've been in NOT in the cockpit were operating under Part 
135 or Part 121, so I'm confident that never happened in those, either). 

His "second" lasted until we actually broke out at 230 feet, with ILS-like time to touchdown.   That was the 
first time I breathed since I muttered my plea.  We landed safely. 
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I have thought about this many times, in many ways.   I didn't feel like a mutiny would help.   Fighting over 
the controls was not an option.   Even if he relinquished control (which he would never have done), I don't 
know that I wouldn't have made things worse.     

Aside from all the normal / logical / legal reasons to not descend below minimums laid out in FAR 91.175, at 
that particular airport we may well not have cleared obstacles on a Missed climb for reasons of physics. 

What would you have done? 

I am responding to your scenario with one of my own: 

I was in Australia when my host contacted a friend of his, an acquaintance of mine, asking if he'd 
take me for a "joy flight" in his deHavilland Tiger Moth biplane. The "Tiger", as he calls it, was 
extremely well-restored and the pilot, a glider instructor and high-performance pilot as well, is well 
known in DH circles for the quality of his restorations.  I was honored to receive an enthusiastic 
"yes."  Two hours later I was at the pilot's home aerodrome, a grass strip along which he and his 
wife had constructed a home and a large hangar. After welcome and a tour of his hangar we 
wheeled his Tiger out and he guided me through strapping into the front cockpit. 

I was given a cloth flying helmet with a built-in headset. My pilot advised that the intercom was 
staticky and it would be hard to hear. My hearing tests ok for FAA medical certification but it is not 
what it was before four years of sitting in the high-pitched hissing of US Air Force missile combat 
control centers. And my pilot has a very thick, rural Australian accent. So one-third of our 
communication problem would be the intercom's fault, and two-thirds would be my perception 
problems.  That's ok; we briefed a few items such as how after takeoff he would wiggle the stick 
to hand control to me and to take control back when needed.  

Being restored mostly to original specifications, the Tiger was not equipped with a starter. At 
least, not a starter that was affixed to the airplane. My pilot would "prop" the airplane, with me 
holding the control stick back with the throttle cracked open just a bit, ready to pull the mixture if 
there was any problem. My pilot pointed out a peculiarity of the Tiger: it has four magneto 
switches, all mounted on the OUTSIDE of the left-side fuselage, two just ahead of the rear cockpit 
and two just ahead of the front 'pit where I sat. He explained that all four had to be on for both 
magnetos to fire the spark plugs.  This permits the person "propping" the engine to control when 
and when not the magnetos are "hot". Note the Tiger's engine spins backwards from the direction 
of US-built engines, so the left side of the prop disc (when viewed from the cockpit) is the 
descending blade. So the "propper" stands on the left side of the airplane to swing the propeller 
with the airplane to his/her left. Consequently, my pilot could turn the two switches by the rear 
cockpit on, move around to the front of the airplane, confirm the forward pair of switches were off, 
pull the propeller through a few times, then easily reach back, turn the switches by the front 'pit 
on, and prop-start the engine. 

Which he did. After he climbed in and a brief taxi in the grass, a short engine run-up and systems 
check, and a last "free and correct" wiggle of the controls, he poured on all 125 horses and deftly 
levitated the grand old trainer into the Outback Queensland sky. 

My pilot had briefed me that we'd climb to some altitude (I forget now what) and maneuver toward 
a reservoir located behind a good-sized hill between the reservoir and the aerodrome.  At some 
point during our climb he would give me the controls.  Established in climb and pointed almost 
directly toward the hill, he made good on this generous offer of stick time and with his wiggle I 
assumed control. We were still quite a ways from the hill, so I angled a little toward one side when 
I heard some unintelligible, scratchy static through the headphones in the noisy, windy cockpit. 
The static came again but I cold not make out what, if anything, had been said. My pilot tapped 
me on the shoulder; I looked up into a little mirror on the underside of the wing put there by 
Geoffrey deHavilland's people for just such a purpose and tried to figure out the message. Still, 
communication was not being made. 

I learned later that my pilot wanted me to maneuver over a specific area and then around the 
north side of the hill. But that was later. In his frustration to get his point across my pilot loosened 
his seat restraints, grabbed ahold of the cockpit coaming, and pulled himself up to yell directly 
into my left ear: "Go around the north side," in strongly accented Aussie. As soon as he left go 
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and dropped downhill back into his seat (we were still in climb), he wiggled the stick and made a 
sharp turn back toward the airfield. This time his words were as clear as day: "Engine failure!" 

The wind didn't seem to get any quieter, and the roar of the spinning propeller didn't decrease at 
all. In fact I wasn't certain the engine had quit at all. Maybe he was simulating one for me to fly 
(he's an experienced instructor, after all). As an aside, I've had engine failures in closed-cabin 
airplanes, and an interesting point is that most of the perceived noise in flight is slipstream and 
propeller--engine failures are not immediately obvious from a change in noise level alone. 

However, it was soon apparent that this was the real deal. My pilot had angled us back toward a 
left base for the aerodrome' grass strip. The struts and wires of the Tiger create a lot of drag, 
however, and even at its best glide speed the rate of descent was impressive. I had great 
confidence in my pilot—that never wavered—but it became evident to me we had a very real 
problem when I saw a cell phone tower flash by the left lower wing. We were still roughly 
perpendicular to the grass strip, but it was sliding upward in my field of view, more and more 
unattainable. It started to look like we were aiming for a paddock (field) of tall corn straight ahead. 
I tightened up my seat belt and shoulder harnesses and began to think about how I'd get out of a 
burning biplane flipped upside down in a cornfield.  

At the last moment my pilot drew upon his sailplane expertise. Low on glide path, he did the only 
thing that could get us to the runway: he pushed FORWARD on the stick, nosing the Tiger down 
briefly to build speed, then he pulled back to turn that energy into altitude while at the same time 
banking hard toward the grass strip to our left. As the wings neared a stall he pushed 
aggressively down to regain speed, leveling the wings just as we cleared the barbed wire fence at 
the perimeter of the aerodrome. It was inspired, and perfectly executed. Gliding in, we touched 
down; we rolled right up to the patio and stopped just meters from where my friend and the pilot's 
wife were enjoying a glass of wine. It was a performance worthy of Bob Hoover, and a complete 
surprise to the two on the patio.  

We came to a stop. It was suddenly very quiet. Long seconds passed before my pilot suddenly 
swore (I understood that, too), until I reminded him we were all right and that he had done a 
masterful job of getting us safely back on the ground. It took him a moment to realize this as well, 
and then to figure out what happened. The two magneto switches ahead of his cockpit were 
turned off. When he grabbed the cockpit coaming to pull himself up to yell into my ear, he had 
inadvertently pushed on the mag switches and shut off the engine's ignition system. That's what 
caused the engine to quit. He had never checked the mag switches, focused instead of gliding 
and not taking the time—when he still had it—to attempt a restart.  

All the time from when the engine failed until we were on the ground, I had consciously chosen to 
stay quiet and clear of the controls. I wanted to let the pilot focus on flying the airplane through 
the emergency. I did not want to be a distraction.  

I frequently teach a simple mnemonic for engine restart in fuel-injected airplanes: fuel, ignition, 
air. If an engine quits for a reason you can fix from the pilot's seat, you'll fix it by manipulating the 
engine's fuel, ignition and induction air systems, starting with fuel because that’s the most likely 
reason these engines quit. If a carbureted engine quits, once established in glide pull the 
carburetor heat (induction air): it’s a common reason these engines quit, and if you delay too long 
before apply carb hear there won’t be enough exhaust heat to help remove cab ice. Then, 
advance the mixture and select one or the other fuel tanks independently (the fuel steps), and if 
all else fails see if the magneto switch is on BOTH or if the engine will run smoothly on one or the 
other magnetos.  

If you do these things—air, fuel, ignition, in the order that makes sense for the engine type—and 
the engine won't restart, then there's nothing you can do from the pilot's seat to get it to start 
again.  

Had I simply spoken up enough to prompt the pilot to check the Air, Fuel and Ignition system 
controls, he would likely have checked and flipped on the magneto switches while still expertly 
managing the glide. Engine power would have immediately returned and my pilot would not have 
had to demonstrate his superior airmanship and command of the aircraft. I am in awe of the way 
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he did exactly what needed to be done to make it to the aerodrome. But I had chosen to remain 
silent, and we had very nearly landed in a very rough field as a result.  
--- 
My wife is a high school teacher. In or out of the classroom, she is ethically and legally bound to 
report certain issues such as suspected child abuse, drug abuse and runaway minors.  My son is 
completing his certification as a paramedic. On duty or off, in or out of his jurisdiction, he is 
ethically and legally obligated to give lifesaving assistance if he encounters someone needing it. I 
am a flight instructor. Although unlike teachers and paramedics I am not legally bound to do so, I 
feel I am ethically obligated to point out unsafe conditions and unsafe acts relating to flying 
airplanes, and remind pilots of emergency checklist actions if they are not performing those 
actions.  

My experience riding in the Tiger Moth tells me as a flight instructor I can never be just a 
passenger in a general aviation airplane, especially if I have access to the flight controls. I must 
fully respect the Pilot-in-Command's authority and responsibility, but I must also voice my opinion 
in areas of safety-of-flight, forcefully if the situation demands it. Just as when I am acting in the 
capacity of a flight instructor, I must be ready to assume Pilot-in-Command responsibility if lives 
are threatened by the pilot's action or inaction. But at the very least, I must prompt the pilot to 
complete actions I feel are necessary, if the pilot is not doing them him/herself. 

To do so without usurping the Pilot-in-Command's authority, in other words to act as a first mate 
and not a mutineer, before boarding an airplane I must brief pilots with whom I fly that I will act in 
this manner, and give them the opportunity to decline to let me on board the aircraft if they are 
unwilling for me to participate in this way.  I must also be willing to be put off an airplane if the 
Pilot-in-Command wishes for this or any other reason.   

In other words, just as my wife and my son are bound by their professions to speak up and act 
when necessary, as an aviation professional I too must commit to acting as quality control 
even when not acting in any official capacity. I need to commit to uphold this responsibility, and to 
brief pilots about it before boarding for flight even as a passenger in general aviation airplanes. 

I suspect you have come to a similar conclusion yourself. 
What do you think? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net 

 
I love what you are doing, and my family and passengers are safer because of your 
effort and insight. Thank you for the wonderful weekly flight lessons. – Forrest Jones 

 
Please help me cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure  

PayPal donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Thank you, generous supporters.  
 

Share the skies with master aviators.  Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety, Three-time Master CFI 
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
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